ANNOUNCEMENTS

The latest news from New Harvest:

- The Jeremy Coller Foundation’s matching of all donations up to $100,000 ends today! Donate now, and your impact will be doubled!

NEW HARVEST FEATURES

This week's original stories by our staffers and volunteers:

- We've added a second update to Muufri's project page, with a photo of their latest cow-free milk prototype.

FROM AROUND THE WEB

Our favourite content this week about the world of cellular agriculture:

- Jeffrey Steingarten writes about the future of food for Vogue magazine, with shouts out to Isha Datar, New Harvest, Muufri, and Clara Foods' work culturing animal protein.

- The New Omnivore's Janay Laing provides a recap of the mini-conference which took place on December 10th at Indie Bio San Francisco. Check out Janay's blog post with photos of the event here.

- Biofabricate has released a video of highlights from its 2015 summit, which featured New Harvest, Modern Meadow, Pembient, and other pioneers in the post-animal bioeconomy.

- Candice Choi ponders the future of meat for the Associated Press, referencing Modern Meadow's cultured meat along with the efforts of startups Impossible Foods, Beyond Meat, and Hampton Creek, who are focused on producing plant-based alternatives.
George Monbiot questions the environmental impact of our meat-laden holiday eating habits for *The Guardian*, pointing out that a kilogram of beef or lamb "causes more greenhouse gas emissions than a passenger flying from London to New York."

Share this awesome gif on Facebook! And on Twitter! And on Instagram!

New Harvest is powered by people like you.

Donate Now!

New Harvest is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization.
EIN/tax ID number: 20-1425438
All donations are fully tax deductible.